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*Positive Benefits of Exercise on Hormone & Blood Sugar Balance! 

Michelle: 

It is my pleasure and privilege to introduce to you a very dear and special 

friend of mine, Dr. Ritamarie Loscalzo.  She is a licensed Doctor, Chiropractic with 

Certification in Acupuncture and is a diplomat of the American Clinical Nutrition 

Board.  She is a certified clinical nutritionist with a Master’s of Science and Human 

Nutrition and Computer Science and she has completed by product Hours of Herbal 

Medicines Certification Program.  She is the founder of the Institute of Nutritional 

Indo Chronology which transforms people's lives around the world.  She is a certified 

living food chef, instructor, coach and has trained thousands of practitioners. So, 

welcome Ritamarie. Dr. Ritamarie I am just so thrilled that you have said yes to being 

on our training series. 

Dr. Ritamarie: 

 I am so excited to be here Michelle and I absolutely love your energy and your 

enthusiasm for this because when we live with the passion, it's infectious and you get 

people excited about it. I quote you all the time, by the way, when people say about 

exercise and I say, “Michelle always says you get to exercise, just I get to have dessert 

today, I get to exercise today, I get to hug my loved ones today, I love to exercise 

today!”  So, I love that and it really transforms people's attitude about fitness.  You 

get into it!   

Michelle: 

Thank you so much for that when you get to do some things that have to or 

need to or should only. I get to eat great food today, I get to eat good balancing food, 
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I get to move my body! Yes, awesome and that topic! let's go to our topic today, we're 

talking about the positive benefits of exercise on hormone and blood sugar balance 

and those two things hormone and blood sugar if your goal is to be fit to release the 

inches, you got to know about your hormones and blood sugar.  Those two are so 

crucial, so, Dr. Ritamarie, tell us a little bit what why this topic, why now? 

Dr. Ritamarie: 

 You know, it’s going on to the beginning of the year and people are looking 

into, what can I do to get thick and what is the importance between the benefits of 

exercise and hormones and blood sugar. Yes, so here's the thing right, we're getting 

into the new year what people do for about two months, starting at the end of 

October, in through the end of the year, eat crap.  It’s the holidays. The weather 

starts getting cooler, so if you're used to going outside to run or walk or hike or bike, 

you certainly have like a good excuse just to stay in cause the weather you are busy, 

busy, busy, shopping, shopping, shopping, in preparing for the holidays, you don't 

exercise you don't eat, right!  You grab for fast food and then everybody's tempting, 

you have to ride with it so we throw our body out of balance.  But it's not just that we 

get a little extra weight around the middle or the hips or wherever you tend to put it 

around the holidays. You throw your hormones out of bounds because when you start 

to eat the sweet treats and face it, come on Grandma's, apple pie is not made with 

spirulina and walnuts, right! I mean that's not it, never will be right. My apple pie can 

be, but that's another story for another day. But it's not and so you're throwing your 

hormones out of balance. So, one of the biggest hormones that people don't even 

think about is blood sugar.  It is a hormone balance problem like out of balance blood 
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sugar is a hormone balance problem, because there's a key hormone there's multiples, 

but the key one is insulin most people have heard of it, especially if you have a 

diabetic friend family member or yourself and you shooting up insulin. That insulin is 

a hormone that your body produces, should be producing naturally to take care of 

taking the sugars in the food you eat and putting it in your blood so you have energy 

so you feel good, so you live your life with purpose and passion and what happens is 

that this insulin get secreted whenever you eat a meal because every meal has some 

sugar in it when it gets broken down because sugar is the fuel of the cells. 

So what happens is when we eat too much of grandma's apple pie, Christmas 

cookies, jelly beans on Halloween, Hershey's Snickers bars or whatever those things 

are that people eat at Halloween, that's throwing your blood sugar off because when 

it raises rapidly, your body is really brilliant hormone called insulin.  Insulin supposed 

to take all that sugar and put it in your cells to make energy and you feel good. That 

is really how most people eat after they eat that much sugar, maybe for that much 

right, but most of the time people eat sugar and what they want to eat more sugar, 

right!  

it's an addiction because when you have sugar, your body becomes resistant to 

its own insulin, so it produces the insulin to get the sugar in the cells. But the insulin 

stops working because there’s so much insulin, damages cells, so the cells go, no, 

more! It closes up the ears and it won't let the insulin in, what it does, it causes the 

blood sugar to rise and that can cause the pancreas to secrete even more insulin.  All 

the damaging effects of insulin are present in your system stiffening your blood vessel 

linings causing inflammation and here's what happens after a while blood sugar gets 
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so high, the insulin get so high, finally a mechanism gets triggered to take that sugar 

and turn it into, guess what, fat!   

Ok, so now you've got all this fat being produced and stored guess where most 

of it goes? So, food effect on hormones. Yeah, this is the time in January, where 

people go, okay now what do I do?  I question that when people are in that mode, 

gosh you know, I'm here there's this cake and there's this pumpkin pie and all of this 

stuff, you know is there a way that they can enjoy it without it totally going haywire 

in their body, because I know you have an amazing recipe book Delicate Recipes or 

delicate desserts or something like that.   

Michelle: 

Yeah, that's fantastic! For desserts and understanding how to keep the blood 

sugar little bit lower. But when people are around different foods, like that is there a 

way that they can have them, they can still enjoy them without totally going crazy on 

their insulin.  

Ritamarie: 

You want the real answer, yes! No, not even grandma's apple pie, as Grandma 

made it with the you know, x cups of sugar and it's just going to mess with you and it's 

quite frankly to me not worth it, but you can learn to make your own, like yes, your 

own apple pie you can bring, your own Christmas cookies!  We have tons of it, we do 

we do. Lots of different recipe guides and we have videos to teach people how. But I 

do this because it's really good, it's something I actually have, that I personally like 

my clients, and it's also, if you're watching this check out the recipe book below it 

because it's something you want to check out especially if you love sugar.  
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Michelle: 

Yes, absolutely!  You know how much of a sugar addict I was?  I grew up as a 

sugar addict, you know, sugar, sugar and in about, I mean thirty-five years!  But I 

yeah, they're substitutes, right!   

Ritamaire: 

So, you can make a really great dessert and use Lohan which is a Chinese herb 

that tastes sweet like fruit.  The other name for it, you can use Stevia, which is 

actually green clay and that looks like mint that you can grow in your own garden. So, 

there are lot of ways you can do it and still get that sweet flavor and celebrate the 

holidays, when I show up with desserts around the holidays, people are like, “oh, my 

God, that looks mean,” it's crazy!  So, we really have to look at that and you know, 

insulin is one of the hormones, I know that a lot of women think about.  Hormones 

they think oh my estrogen my progesterone my P.M.S. My you know menstrual cramps, 

whatever that hormone driven but those are just some of the hormones and we really 

have to work on, what I like to call our everyday hormones right! Not our bedroom 

hormones, our everyday hormones.  That's what insulin is.  It’s a key to one digestive 

hormones or others.  

There's thyroid hormones, right, and all of these are impacted by the foods we 

eat in our leptin. Well, I got leptin, is a hormone that lives in your fat cells and it gets 

secreted by the fat cells when they're full, when they go enough.  You would think 

when I tell people about this, that they are overweight, they go, Well, why is it’s my 

appetite, it doesn't go away!  Look at me, I've got plenty of fat on my body, well the 

same thing happens as insulin resistance, leptin resistance.   
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So, this part of your brain up here called the hypothalamus, that's supposed to 

detect the sugar levels, the nutrient levels, all the different levels in your body and 

then create a pathway and stimulation to find a balance. It doesn't get the message 

that leptin, gets secreted by the stat cells but leptin doesn't get into the brain and 

the brain says, “oh, we're hungry, we're so hungry!”  You finish a meal and because 

the nutrients, the sugar hasn't gotten into the cells, it's still sitting in the 

bloodstream, you still feel hungry and guess what, you feel hungry and not for 

broccoli!   

Generally, it's yours they were it food, so it never gets turned off as the 

appetite never gets turned up, which makes it really hard for people who want to 

drop the weight.  Now, you need to really do it is to make a permanent dietary 

lifestyle change, that are fun and delicious!  

Michelle: 

Yes, and nutritious! For sure! Yes, so if you're watching this, it's like some 

people go, “oh, I just have this one thing that I love, you can find alternatives to it 

that is healthier for you and tastes good and it's enjoyable you know, this day and 

help you it's don't taste like cardboard anymore. They actually taste really, really, 

good! So, it's so, so, possible! I love this topic, the connection between fitness and 

hormones.  Going back to January, people are like, woohoo January, I am going to get 

fit and exercise.  Start  talking about how food affects the hormones! Let's talk a 

little about what happens when you start to exercise! 

Ritamarie: 
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 Okay, so when you start to exercise, just like food, exercise can become 

addictive but when you exercise, you increase the oxygenation to yourselves. You 

actually increase the sensitivity of the cells to the insulin. So, going back to the 

whole thing about what can you do, I've just eaten the apple pie!  Well, nothing's 

going to completely take away the effect, but what if you went and did some 

exercise? My first training is one of my favorite ways to do it because you can do 

thirty-second increment, even if it's snowing outside and you're there on Thanksgiving 

and you're eating with your family. It's snowing outside.  You're not going to go out 

and run hike or whatever and bike the staircase right you can go up and down that 

bottom step over and over again thirty seconds get your heart rate up that's 

increasing your growth hormone growth hormone is an antagonist in insulin.  

So, it's going to help drive your insulin levels down it's going to drive that 

growth hormone up and that's going to help the produce lean body mass and 

stimulate fat morning. Fat burning OK it's not an antidote one hundred percent but 

when you get stressed out, you overeat. The exercise, can really help to dissipate the 

negative effects.  

Michelle: 

 Yeah!  I love that, also exercise, it stimulates the area of your brain for 

problem solving and for planning it's like, so that's why it's so helpful that if you're 

struggling with an issue or you can find your key or something you, know go and go 

outside, take a walk, get some breathing, get some get your heart rate up and I love 

that.  

Ritamaire: 
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And burst training talked about that you know there's something special that's 

coming up around that that doesn't take very long I've had people say you know, if I 

can't do an hour, I'm just going to skip it!  I am like, ten minutes, you know it's. All to 

get a hurried up to start to feel the effects and to and to feel better and your body 

literally is like, ten minutes.  It's not that long and then you know, that you do ten 

minutes, you do it long enough, you're going to end up doing twenty and it all starts, 

from there!   

 I am going to give you an even better tip then ten minutes.  I'm going to tell 

you what happens when you do thirty seconds of exercise at all. First, training brings 

up your heart rate. When you can go thirty seconds and what happens in thirty 

seconds, it elevates the level of growth hormone for ninety minutes after that, and it 

elevates it as much as a light cardio for thirty minutes. 

 And that's not to say you don't need the cardio because it has those other 

benefits but for the pure the weight loss and insulin issues that burst training is 

phenomenal and guess what you don't have to do.  The all out like do the thirty 

seconds, do the two minutes, do the thirty seconds again, do the two minutes.  That's 

great but you can be somebody who works and I have a little stair stepper, right here.  

I'll get on my stair stepper and I will get on it and do thirty seconds. For thirty 

seconds, then I come back and work and then maybe an hour or two later, three hours 

later, I do it again four to eight times a day.  The thirty seconds added up two to four 

minutes a day of exercise that's going to be a world of difference.  It's also going to 

make you crave more you know, want to do more, you can do squat to your desk if 

you don't have a stair step up and down, right.  
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 I can't be exercising just yet I think. That does that burns things up now will 

help dissipate the effects of stress too so many people are under, so much stress and 

then the emotional eating, causes the stress to get worse, because if you feel bad 

about yourself and eating yourself, exercise helps to dissipate it, to bring the cortisol 

levels down. It's phenomenal!  

Michelle: 

Yes! Absolutely!  So, which ones are the most influenced by exercise? 

Ritamaire: 

 Growth hormone, insulin, cortisol thyroid hormone Those are probably the 

ones that are most influenced. So, in somebody, if they're they're taking like let's just 

say, like a day and I love to try the stair stepper, right!  There so, you can have 

anything, like that and you don't even need that it's like jumping jacks.  It’s just like 

moving your body!  But I love stair stepper, because it's right there, so you're not 

forgetting about it.  So, if you go to the restroom, you're coming back like it's right in 

front of your face.  It's like you have to, but that's one thing I love to do. 

 I always tell people get your get your bag of what you going to do the night 

before.  Have it prepared and put it in your bathroom, so you cannot miss it!  So, a 

Iot of people I know say their going to workout tomorrow, but they don't set a time!  

They don't make a plan, but you put something like a stair stepper, right in your way 

and you can't miss it!  It's like right there! 

Michelle: 

So, starting up with that if you're wondering more about your exercise routine, 

what are the things around exercise or hormones would you recommend for this New 
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Year or somebody just starting off and they're just like, okay, I'm ready to get fit and 

my nutrition, I've got to cut out down the sugar and I am going to get a new 

cookbook, as I love desserts up a lot of people who struggle with sugar addiction and 

now they're starting to just make you know they're using a new recipe book and 

learning about different sugars and how to cook, because sisters you keep eating the 

same way to keep getting what you've got.  In this last year, nothing is going to 

change.  One thing so let's talk about, what is one thing that you would recommend 

to somebody just get started? 

Ritamarie:  

  Okay, if this is all you do right now what would that be. I would say the burst, I 

mean just because it's so easy and it's thirty seconds, right!  Whether it be jumping 

jacks, if you have a staircase.  Here's what I like to do, I have a bottle of medicine 

you really need a medicine you can do it without weights or with your progress to 

weight you grab, that sack of potatoes, that to me is like the best use of potatoes. I 

don't like to eat them up but I’ll carry them up and down with exercise.  But the 

point is, you take it and run up and down the stairs several times or if I'm going to the 

kitchen to get refill my water, I'll carry my ball down the stairs put it at the bottom of 

the Stairs and then carry it back up with me, right!   

So, that it's a weight right!  There's all sorts of ways without having any fancy 

equipment, without anything, it’s all at your desk, like I just showed you squats and I 

want to progress with squats.  I have a video where I do squats with the bag of 

potatoes.  So, you hold the bag of potatoes and then you go up and down with the 

bag of potatoes, right!  
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So, thirty seconds set aside start with this.  When you first get up in the 

morning, do thirty seconds of heavy duty, like all out exercise and then set an alarm.  

Everybody has some kind of device you can set an alarm, that you just set the alarm.  

When it goes off, you do thirty seconds of exercise!  It’s phenomenal! Now, because 

it's easy and it's something that doesn't take very long.  I love that goes back to the 

concept you know that people have to work out for an hour and they don't, literally!  

You have ten minutes you can do, go for a ten minute go for a walk.  Studies have 

shown, that the thee, ten-minute walks, are just as effective for cardiovascular and 

for blood pressure and for blood sugar, as a thirty-minute walk.  

Whatever life you have, go out to the mailbox and back.  I mean get getting 

outdoors is great of course.  It's winter, so you know we don't do it as much depending 

on where you live and if you live up in Vermont, you're probably not going to go out 

from walks very often in the winter.  But some people do whatever.  It is you can do it 

inside, like I do push-ups.  I think push-ups are great.  You start with the knees on the 

floor and then you work up and then you do it.  

 Here's what I like to do, as many as you can, instead of going for how much I 

want to do.  Like, I like to do a hundred, so I say, “okay, I'm going to do as many as I 

can, maybe I get to twenty five, thirty!” Depending on the day, then I go back 

another time, and do it again do it again.  I will add up to one hundred, yes!  Same 

thing with lunges right!  You just wonder cross the room do it for a minute or however 

many you can do in a minute.  Set aside these little times, these little small amounts 

of time and do it right.  Drink plenty of water.  
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I think a lot of people miss out on, I guess a simple thing like drinking water, is 

talking to somebody today.  This issue with toxicity and to show you, get in a sauna.  

Know whatever, I'm like, how much water are you drinking?  Yeah, you have your body 

wanting fluid every day, well most of the time.  Sometimes, not all the time right, 

simple things, let's not go for rocket science.  Let's go for simple things right!   

Michelle: 

Yeah, right love it and so if you can actually make it a game. In one of the 

programs I run, we have, like a water bottle and one of my clients put rubber bands 

around it and every time she drinks and the whole bottle she moves or ran down so 

she can see how she feels it back up again.   

Ritamaire: 

Yes! I have. You can't do all things.  I have never thought, I'm not going to start 

drinking more so, that's how much I've had today I'm supposed to drink this whole 

thing that's half my weight is more than half my weight body count.  So, I could do 

about that much but I just to see that it's individuals it works out, if not I have a 

water bottle try to drink it.  So, and then you just it's visually there right you get the 

multiple bottles and you lay them out on your counter.  Ok Done or you're like the 

rubber band it's a good idea too, but you've got to drink it.  Yes, enough water and I 

mean water I don't mean ice tea, I don't mean lemonade, I don't mean Diet Coke, I 

mean water!   

Michelle: 

Yeah, you're up not only that, but other people are tired but that they think 

they're tired, when actually they're really thirsty.  Yes, and it's yeah, so that's number 
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one that's definitely something that you want to look at.  So, another tip for this new 

for this New Year 2018 is how much water are you drinking?  Get water bottle and 

make it fun, make it a game with yourself and I love the alarm idea because you can 

say, specially now a days, everybody has their cell phones, you can set your alarm you 

know maybe three or four times, throughout the day to get your burst training in, get 

your push-ups in, and I love that you said pushups.   

Ritamaire: 

The number one body part for woman, that is the weakest, is a upper body.  

So, getting in those pushups and even so many upper body muscles in pushups.  You 

can push a lot and you have almost all of your body muscles being engaged at that 

time that is right.  There in your office right!  I talked to people if they worked at 

office and they can't you know I work at home so it's easy for me but if you work 

going in office go to the bathroom stall and do push-ups against the door. Yeah now 

through me to the best you do your little exercise.  Yeah, it's OK let's pretend like 

sometimes we're coming to like, Oh What are you doing? but I guarantee you after a 

while and people are watching you do that, they're going to get inspired to also, try 

that you know. 

It can be a social thing you can actually play a game with your coworkers, just 

like, “hey, you just went to bathroom, do 25 pushups?” Well, you can actually make it 

a little chart.   

Michelle: 

Yeah, I love games, I love games!  Oh yeah one of my friends is that this is 

fitness trainer, she puts it on her refrigerator. She gets a magnet like a white board 
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type of magnet and she has and she has her little things and every day she puts her 

little check mark so that she sees when she does all her different types of exercise.  

Yes!  And then you know reward yourself.  Yes! Yeah there's so many different ways to 

reward yourself OK let's go for coffee, or go for a movie spa day.  You know stuff like 

that and cause rewarding with food, it's like you know it's creating a body that you 

don't love and that's affecting your self-esteem, and your quality of life.  How is that 

reward?   

Ritamaire: 

That's right!  Exactly!  All opposite with me that too me because I gave up all 

this you know stuff like, why it's your birthday, why not eat that chocolate cake on 

your birthday at least reward yourself, one day we can reward.  You don’t want me to 

punish yourself on your birthday.  Give me ome fresh mangoes, you know, I'd much 

rather eat that for my birthday, than chocolate cake.   

Michelle: 

Yes, absolutely!  So, we have a few more minutes left.  Is there anything else 

that you would like to add to that or any other insights around this and really helping 

women to understand what is it around hormones? It's really important! I know we've 

talked about insulin, which is super important.  Exercise digestion is another crucial 

one and I know you're quite an expert on looking at stuff and is there anything that 

women should kind of take a look at, or they can simply do just one step, to kind of 

move them in the right direction for 2018, this year?  

Ritamaire: 
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Yes, so here's the thing right food, is everything food is medicine food, gives 

you the body you love or the body you want and it just depends on what you choose.  

You always want to be choosing, well but here's the thing, it's not just what you eat, 

it’s how you eat!  So, if we sit down with this, you know salad and we just sat down 

and we're watching the news, it’s not a good idea right?  The food does not get 

digested well, because the cortisol levels which is the stress hormone is high when 

you're under stress and when you are rushing and what happens is it shuts down the 

digestive track.  So, I always recommend that people start their meal with gratitude, 

take a few deep breaths and look at the few foods you're about to eat it's going to 

become you.  I thank it for becoming you.   

Michelle: 

You know the mother earth, father son, whoever you believe in for that food, 

that you get to make it, you get to eat this beautiful food, and allow it to sit and go 

where it needs to go and I love, I love that!  That's a Dr. Lindsey Berkson, and she was 

talking about presence and that's exactly what that, what that is.  It's being present 

and if you’re watching this, your brain, you're not just, you know, you have emotions, 

you have energy, you are a light of vibrations about the frequency.  So, dropping and 

getting a present with your food and what I like to do, it's I do a graduate sequence, 

where I think about this food used to be a seedling.   

It wasn't even like the food and just saying, I wonder what day it was when it 

popped through the soil and first time it, was able to be seen by the sun.  The first 

drink that it took was, it was outside.  Then it was harvested.  You know, you think 

what is their life like and then who transported it in a in a truck toward the food and 
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what were the clerks like, who stopped it!  Then the clerk who sold it to me and if I 

go to a restaurant, I think, do the cooks know what's it like and who are they.  

Giving gratitude all the way through and then when you're eating, really 

chewing your food.  When you're chewing like slowing, it goes down, knowing that 

digestion starts in your mouth.  So, it's like I love that!  Then, the whole digestive 

process, that's fantastic!  So, in being present, please remember that you're not just 

this computer head, and your cellphone, and you know so many people sit down to 

eat and they're not even eating together, they're just in the same restaurant.  

Yeah, maybe next to each other both are there on their cellphones, there's no 

connection, going on.  There's a reason why people in your life, you've known for so 

many years, every time I see them, I just get so excited and that connection that 

joyful picture of being with another human being and sharing their life, that's not a 

mistake if you're with the friends that you're with and that you know the people you 

are.  So, I love that!  And then that just drops into just being presence and just helps 

your whole nervous example.   

Ritamaire: 

Yeah absolutely!  it's not just what you eat, it's how you eat it and the state in 

which you believe, that you know digestion starts in the mouth.  You got to be 

chewing in the twenty bites and making sure it's liquid, and like savoring it, because 

think the taste buds besides your mouth. Why are we in such a rush to get it down to 

your stomach?  There's no taste buds, no pleasure down there and they breed in the 

mouth.  That's where the taste buds are.  The longer you chew it, the more 
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enjoyment for less amount of food.  You don't have to eat two pieces of chocolate 

cake. You just have to eat a bite if you savor it long enough.   

Michelle: 

Yes, that's what my point is, that was one thing, that one bite.  Yes, savoring 

that bite. I remember last night, we had a salad and I remember I when I was at this 

retreat that I went on and this woman was like, “oh salad again!” And I'm like salad 

can be amazing, we had the most amazing salad last night.  Kenova, avocado, 

hummus, olives!  It was just so good and every single bite actually tastes a little bit 

different than the one before because of all the different things we had on. 

Ritamaire: 

 Wonderful! 

Michelle: 

 It was fantastic!  So, thank you so much, this call, this interview.   

Ritamaire: 

Absolutely  

Michelle: 

So wonderful you could join us.  So, sisters if you're watching take a look at the 

next interview because while we have some amazing guest speakers coming on board, 

2018 is your time to feel better in your body to feel better in your life to have more 

energy and vibrancy and you're worth it I'll talk with you soon! 

For more information and to work the Dr. Ritamarie, go to:://

doctorritamarie.isrefer.com/go/Burst/a172/ 


